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Funding Minnesota Arts: Challenge and
Opportunity
FRANCES A. NELSON
Minnesota has often been referred to as "The State of the Arts. " Not only do the arts enhance the quality of
our lives, they are a major economic force in the state. But what is the current state of the arts in Minnesota?
Those involved in the business of managing our state's artistic resources are concerned with current
philanthropic trends in the public and private sectors. This article reports on the state of the arts in Minnesota
in 1991. It reviews the history of Minnesota arts funding , evaluates the current status of funding for Minnesota
arts, and looks ahead to the future.

The State of the Arts: State Funding
In 1976, the Minnesota State Legislature, through the
Minnesota State Arts Board, mandated general operating (or
"organizational") support for arts institutions identified as
"statewide artistic resources" for the first time. At that time,
six organizations were identified to receive organizational
support after analysis of three criteria: artistic excellence and
leadership; fiscal management and responsibility; and extension or "reach" to a broad audience at home and
throughout the state. Those organizations were The Children's
Theatre Company; the Guthrie Theater; the Minneapolis
Institute of Arts; the Minnesota Orchestral Association; The
Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra; and the Walker Art Center.
Today, the original six institutions are joined by an
additional six organizations in a funding category named
"Group I Organizational Support." Each of the twelve
institutions, among which are organizations not headquartered in the Twin Cities, has an annual operating budget in
excess of $700,000. A second "Group II," consisting of arts
organizations with budgets ranging from $100,000 to $700,000,
currently includes 41 organizations. In summary, 53 institutions (by contrast, recall that the original group numbered
six) located throughout the state of Minnesota, each with an
annual budget greater than $100,000, now receive organizational support from the Minnesota State Arts Board, based
upon criteria very similar to the original mandate. In addition
to these 53 organizations, the Arts Board also makes many
other grants to individuals, organizations, and arts presenters
throughout Minnesota.
Amidst burgeoning statewide arts activity and continuous
efforts to advocate increased legislative interest in, and
commitment to, the arts in Minnesota, here is where we stand
among the 50 states. In 1990, Minnesota ranked twenty-third
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among the 50 states in its state legislative arts spending per
capita, approximately $0.97 per Minnesota citizen. In 1980,
the state ranked ninth in per capita legislative support. While
biennial appropriations to the arts have indeed increased
over time, it is obvious that such increases have not matched
the growth and development in statewide arts activity
overall. Ironically, the arts have become a major force in the
state's economy. According to a recent newsletter published
by Minnesota Citizens for the Arts, not-for-profit arts activities in our state generate $900 million annually.
High on the agenda of arts managers today is a continuing
intent to focus legislative attention on the richness and
diversity of the arts in Minnesota , and on the economic
impact of the arts as an industry upon our state.

The State of the Arts: Federal Funding
Although it now ranks twenty-third in its per capita
legislative support, Minnesota receives one of the largest
allocations of federal grant funds from the National Endowment for the Arts. In fact, according to Minnesota Citizens for
the Arts, Minnesota is among the top five federal a1ts
recipients - which are, in the order of their allocation, New
York, California, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and Washington,
D.C. In 1989, Minnesota arts organizations received more
than $8 million in grant support from the National Endowment for the Arts. An unprecedented number of National
Endowment for the Arts Challenge II Grants - five in all were awarded to Minnesota organizations in 1989, causing
Endowment officials to select Minnesota as the site for one
of two national public press conferences announcing
Challenge Grant award recipients. The five Challenge Grants
totalled $2.6 million and will stimulate matching gifts totalling nearly $8 million . Challenge Grants are designed to
recognize programmatic excellence and encourage additional contributed support to each organization through
rigorous matching requirements.
There are threats to federal funding on the immediate
horizon. By the time this article is published, we may know
the future of the congressional reauthorization of the National
Endowment for the Arts. Whether it will continue in its
present format or with its policies and priorities realigned is
a matter of concern and attention - and a matter for action
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- for any citizen concerned with the cultural future of our
nation. Minnesota, among the brightest and best of the
Endowment's beneficiaries, will be deeply affected by any
change in the Endowment's grantmaking practices.
Note: The National Endowment for the Arts has been
reauthorized by Congress for three years. Content-restrictive
language which was contained in the reauthorization bill
was eliminated, and decisions regarding obscenity will be
left to the courts. There will be, however, significant reforms
in grantmaking and grant reporting procedures, and a
gradual increase in funds allocated to states will be noted
during the three-year period.

The State of the Arts: The Private Sector
In our state, the depth and diversity of our cultural life is
a matter of statewide civic pride; a part of our legend. We
boast about it; we advertise it; we use it to attract visitors from
beyond our state's borders and we use it to recruit executive
talent. What is happening in the private sector to our support
of the arts? An article by Douglas Clement in the July, 1990
issue of Minnesota Monthly magazine revealed some interesting facts about foundation support:
"The slices (on the pie chart) have changed alreadybut not in favor of the arts. In fact, the portion of total
foundation grant dollars going to arts, culture and
humanities organizations declined from 22 percent in
1982 to 16 percent in 1988, according to the Minnesota
Council on Foundations. Overall, the donation 'pot'
continued to grow, so total dollars given to the arts
increased. When adjusted for inflation, however, the
increase to the arts over the six year period was less
than 10 percent, while grants to human services
increased 63 percent."
Dramatic changes in business mark another deep and
troublesome challenge for the not-for-profit community in
general and for the arts specifically. Genuine and serious
business problems, changes in top level executive management, and corporate mergers and acquisitions are among the
factors which are changing the philanthropic priorities of
Minnesota businesses. Changes in these priorities directly
and indirectly affect the ecology of the state's not-for-profit
institutions.
Stanley Goodman, a former Chief Executive Officer of May
Department Stores and an officer of the Board of Directors
of the Saint Louis Symphony, made the keynote address to
the 1989 conference of the American Symphony Orchestra
League. The text of his remarks, printed in the League's
official publication, Symphony magazine, in its OctoberNovember 1989 issue, included the following observations
concerning business changes and their impact upon philanthropy:
"The epidemic of mergers and acquistions ... and the
weakening of America's international competitive position have brought about an unusual rash of expense
cutting and staff slashing. 'Lean and mean' managements are bringing a single-minded intensity to their
jobs, permitting less time for involvement in community projects - what used to be called the 'social
investment' as well as the 'enlightened self-interest' of
funding the quality of life."
"As a result, corporate philanthropy was flat in the last
two years, halting the 200 percent growth of the
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previous eight years . Furthermore, corporate philanthropy eight years ago averaged one percent of pre-tax
net income, rising to almost two percent by 1985. In
1987 it dropped down to 1.6 percent. "
Giving Forum, the publication of the Minnesota Council
on Foundations, reported in its July 1990 issue the results of
a survey on corporate philanthropy conducted by the
University of Minnesota. It corroborates Goodman's observations, stating:

"National figures show corporate contributions have
remained level over the past three years, while those
of the Minnesota companies ... have steadily increased.
If Dayton Hudson, Minnesota's largest corporate
grantmaker, is excluded from the data, however,
Minnesota follows the nation with a leveling of corporate
giving."
We are very fortunate here to have the Dayton Hudson
Foundation setting a standard for arts funding by committing
40 percent of its contributed dollars to the arts. Through that
kind of leadership, the arts in Minnesota are accustomed to
a generosity from the business community largely unmatched elsewhere. However, Dayton Hudson itself has not
been immune from a corporate takeover attempt, and some
local corporations have not been as successful as Dayton
Hudson in avoiding management change. The precise
impact which restructuring and commensurate changes in
executive leadership may have on the arts in our state
remains to be seen. However, some downturn in overall
business support of the arts may be anticipated.
According to a recent survey conducted by Business
Committee for the Arts in New York City, 85 percent of
businesses surveyed indicated that their support of the arts
would either remain the same or decrease. Only 15 percent
anticipated an increase in their support of the arts. The
reasons specified for declining or same level support included,
according to BCA, "business restructuring, acquisitions and
mergers, reduced profits or shifts in giving priorities." Such
survey data supports the theory that business support of the
a1ts is indeed leveling. Interestingly, the BCA survey indicates
a growing trend toward business support of arts organizations' marketing and public relations efforts. Of the businesses
surveyed, 80 percent reported their support through marketing and public relations assistance, up from 58 percent in
1988.
There are changes in broad philanthropic interest nationwide as well, as attention is drawn to a national, indeed
global agenda which includes education and literacy, the
environment, the needs of the economically disadvantaged,
and the need to encourage and develop cultural diversity
and pluralism. The future of the arts with respect to this
agenda is not yet clear.

The State of the Arts: Individual Responsibility
What of individual support for the arts? A colleague in arts
fundraising recently remarked that the arts are always at a
disadvantage in times of change. He noted that seeking
funds for institutions of higher learning is largely "marketing
memories, " or "negotiating nostalgia ." The hospital development professional encourages major donors to name after
themselves or a loved one a wing, a room, or a piece of
equipment which they fervently hope never to have to use.
In both instances, however, fundraising is enhanced by a
sense of edifice and permanence; neither element is neces45

sarily perceived as inherent in the arts. In spite of what we
may say about the meaning of the arts to this, or any,
civilization, the arts may be perceived as far less permanent
than the ivy covered halls or the memorial wing. However,
enlarging existing individual donor bases, and increasing
gifts from major individual donors, will be critical to the
successful survival of the a1ts in our state in the near term.
Minnesotans have been generous to their cultural organizations. The state's largest and most influential cultural
institutions were built with the financial generosity and the
expertise of our state's most distinguished and influential
citizens, who served through the generations as key trustees
as well as major donors. Although such influential leadership
is still very much a part of the fabric of our cultural life today,
perhaps the passionate commitment of earlier generations
does not burn quite as bright in subsequent generations. A
wealth of volunteer resources, as well as dollars, is diffused
over larger numbers and broader causes in each new
generation.

•

•

•
•

The State of the Arts: Looking Ahead
We must look at the current status of arts funding in
Minnesota and declare a guarded outlook for the future. In
fact, the future of the arts in our state may be, more than ever,
determined by the strength and creativity of professional
management combined with strength and commitment on
the Boards of Di.rectors. The arts in our state will continue to
flourish:
• if organizations communicate clearly and often with their
constituents, developing (much as educational organiza-
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tions do through alumni programs) a sense of increased
pride, participation, and responsibility for the mission of
the organizations.
if organizations become far more aggressive in recruiting
young and emerging community leadership to Board or
committee membership; trusteeship is no longer a matter
of socially inherited responsibility. It must be cultivated,
encouraged, and taught assertively by arts institutions,
and those who are the most successful will perhaps be
among tl1e healthiest and longest lived.
if organizations are entrepreneurial in their approach to
fundraising , exploring opportunities for project-based
funding; sponsorships provided th.rough advertising and
marketing dollars; oppo1tunities for contribution of inkind and pro bona goods and services; and increasing
opportunities for volunteer involvement.
if arts institutions are able to demonstrate to the business
community the most rigorous commitment to expense
control; no less than business expects of itself
if organizations are willing to consider collaborative
partnerships and ventures with other arts or not-for-profit
organizations including consideration of consolidated
staffing and other cost saving measures.

If the arts are vital to the fabric of life in our state - and
I believe that they are - let us hope that the civilization of
Minnesota in the 1990s will be remembered and celebrated
for the excellence of its cultural institutions and heritage, and
remembered also for that very special climate of generous
contributed support which is so vital to the pursuit of artistic
excellence.
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